Ledington Turf Hill Order Book for 1731

We begin

Lawrence Marton for keeping 40 sheep with a flock of
sheep to 12.6
William Farrell for keeping 40 sheep in a field with one
horse 1.0
Daniel Off T. with a horse and mare 1.0
Richard Woodfield for keeping 30 sheep in a field with 2
sheep 0.0 6
William Rease for keeping 20 sheep in a field 0.0 4
John Reads T 0.0 4
Jane Halsey. 0.0 4
Ann Waterfield 0.0 4
Thos. Marton 0.0 4
Edward Rowlet 0.0 4
Jonathan Aldrich for breaking the ash of bread 0.0 4
Benjamin Boyton of Uppingham 1.0
John Pickering of Glaston 0.0 4
John Chapman for keeping cows in y. field backing in y.
other field 0.0 6
D. for feathering his guinea & seal in y. other field 0.0 1
Robert Farrell for letting his guinea & seal out of it 0.0 2
1
John Tarver for breaking two sties in y. field backing by
Dame 0.0 6
Samuel. Sack for feathering a pelt in the wind 1.0 6 in a
pocketing 0.0 6
William Farrell T 0.15
John Chapman for feathering his horse not of his own
ground 0.0 6
William Farrell 0.0 6
Curt. Pretty for feathering his horse out of his own
ground 2.0 0.4
Edward Allen Turk D. for keeping 40 sheep in a field
with one horse under Mare within sight of house 0.0 2
John Morice of Caldecott for keeping sheep in y. fields
with his horse 0.0 2

Edm. Sisney
John Wright
Moore Allen
Sam. Marton
Peter Pretty
John Wright
Mrs. Hill
Sam. Mardok
James Chapman
Sara & Cart
Alfonsus, Inquisitor, und Benedictus, 
Benedictus, Iesu, 
und Bonaventura, 
Melle, Aetna.